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A continuous flow hyperpolarized (HP) 129Xe NMR spectroscopy was employed for the first time to investigate

TiO2 nanotubes (Ti-NTs) synthesized from commercial nanoparticles with different reaction times. A single

peak attributing to channels for Ti-NTs was observed for variable temperature HP 129Xe NMR spectra. It was

also noted that there is alteration in value for heat of adsorption, ΔH from 12.6 ± 1.3 to 16.4 ± 0.4 kJ/mol and

variation in chemical shift of the xenon adsorbed in channels, δs from 120 ± 2 ~ 135 ± 9 ppm which were closely

correlated to channel length and it was shown that P25-24 Ti-NTs with longest channel is most favorite Ti-NTs

for Xe adsorption.
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Introduction

Since the discovery of carbon1 and non-carbon nano-

tubes,2 a lot of research has been carried out producing

nanotubes with unique and novel properties such as elec-

tronic and thermal conductivity, gas adsorption and selec-

tivity. Due to these attractive characteristics, non-carbon

nanotubes have been produced and developed into conduct-

ing nanotubes through various synthesized methods.2,3 TiO2

nanotubes (Ti-NTs) are especially expected to have useful

geometrical properties inherited from its one dimensional

structure, the photo-catalytic effects along with semi-

conductive nature from TiO2.
4 Therefore, it is a source of

interest in many applications like solar cell,5 energy storage

in batteries6 and nano-bio engineering such as nano-sensors,7

nano-reactor and nano-electronics.8 Although various methods

such as N2 adsorption isotherms, X-ray diffraction (XRD),

high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-

TEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) have

been used to investigate characteristics of Ti-NTs, their

theory of formation and chemical structure has hardly been

explicitly explained up till now.
129Xe NMR is a traditional technique for porous materials

to identify their absorption sites, molecular access and ad-

sorption. The large chemical shift range and inert properties

of 129Xe have made it a powerful and favorable tool to

investigate them strongly based on the physical environment

and chemical composition of the local sites in the mole-

cules.9 However, the sensitivity of xenon under thermal

equilibrium conditions is too low to observe interactions

between xenon and local environment at very low con-

centration due to the low nuclear spin density of the gas.

Hyperpolarized (HP) xenon obtained by optical pumping

enables to overcome this obstacle by increasing xenon

sensitivity up to a factor of 104-105.10 Furthermore, HP 129Xe

NMR combined with the continuous flow method can

minimize the contribution of Xe-Xe interaction to 129Xe

chemical shifts, providing more accurate information on

xenon-pore interaction. Lately, HP 129Xe NMR on TiO2

nanorod was demonstrated by Wang et al.,11 who reported

the porosity and interconnectivity of pores in crystalline

meso-porous TiO2. In this study, HP 129Xe NMR spectro-

scopy has been used for the first time with continuous flow

system to characterize the channels in Ti-NTs.

Experimental

The commercial TiO2 powders (Degussa P25, Germany)

were purchased for the synthesis of Ti-NTs. These nano-

particles are nano-crystalline composed of 80% anatase and

20% rutile phases with surface area of 49 m2/g and primary

particle size of 25-30 nm.12 Ti-NTs were synthesized by a

hydrothermal reaction according to the previous method.13

In a typical synthetic method, 0.2 g of nanoparticles were

mixed with 20 mL of 10 M aqueous solution of NaOH in a

parafilm-sealed polypropylene bottle followed by hydro-

thermal treatment in a heating oven at 120 oC for different

reaction times (12, 24, 36 and 48 h). Subsequently the

powder was washed thoroughly with 0.1 M aqueous solution

of HCl till pH 3, and then it was filtered and washed with

distilled water and finally dried in a vacuum oven at 60 oC

for one or two days. All synthesized Ti-NTs with different

reaction time are shown in Table 1.

A home-built optical pumping system with a fiber coupled

diode array laser (Coherent, USA) delivering 40 W power at

795 nm was used for the generation of HP xenon gas used in

HP 129Xe NMR. The sample was placed in a home-built 10

mm NMR tube designed for the homogeneous distribution

of xenon gas. The gas mixture of 5% xenon, 10% nitrogen

and the balanced helium14 was introduced into the 10 mm

NMR tube via 1/16 inch Teflon tubing under ca. 100 mL/

min flow rate at 4 atm. to deliver HP xenon gas to the sample.

Using this system, the optimized nuclear spin polarization of

xenon is about 7%, which is approximately 10,000 times
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larger than that of thermal xenon. All spectra in this paper

were recorded on a super-wide bore AMX-300 spectrometer

(Bruker, Germany) operating at 83.02 MHz for 129Xe. The

spectra were recorded with a 90o pulse of 10 μsec and

relaxation delay of 1 sec. 129Xe chemical shift was indicated

with reference to gaseous xenon at 0 ppm. Temperature

control was achieved by B-VT 1000 temperature control

unit (Bruker, Germany).

Results and Discussion

The synthesized Ti-NTs were first examined by Field

Emission Transmission Electron Microscopy (JEOL, Japan)

shown in Figure 1. The TEM image of P25-24 Ti-NTs in

Figure 1(a) with 10 nm resolution clearly displays synthe-

sized materials like crystalline tubes in multiple layers with

spacing about 0.8 nm enclosing hollow channels of around 6

nm diameter. Figure 1(b) with 50 nm resolution also shows

that the meso-structure of as-synthesized Ti-NTs with multi-

layers could be described as hollow and chaotic multiwall

nanotube aggregates with channels of various length and

width along with in homogeneously distributed large inter-

crystalline pore. This morphological pattern suggests that

apart from interlayer there are two principal adsorptive sites

in Ti-NTs, first is channel along their length; and secondly

an intercrystalline pore generated by aggregation of channel

surfaces. The wide interlayer of Ti-NT’s also couldn’t

absorb Xe gas as they are intercalated with water.15 In

addition; there is some change in channel length related with

hydrothermal reaction time. For a comparison, Figure 1(b)-

(d) show the TEM images with 50nm resolution for various

Ti-NTs which were synthesized by hydrothermal reaction

for 24, 36, and 48 hours, respectively. The channel length

for all the samples was calculated by measuring the number

of Ti-NTs with a specific length of TEM images.16 The

decreasing channel length of Ti-NTs was displayed very

well in these samples with increasing reaction time.17 Table

1 also shows P25-12 Ti-NTs with reaction time of 12 hours

had much shorter channels contrary to P25-24 Ti-NTs, Thus

24 hours was considered to be an optimum reaction time for

synthesis of longest channels (see supporting information)

and data for 12 hrs were not considered further. It is sure that

the effect of sonication during sample preparation for TEM18

was minimized by sonicating various Ti-NTs simultaneous-

ly.

In order to investigate the quantitative relationship bet-

ween HP 129Xe NMR and Ti-NTs such as their channel

length, we carried out variable temperature (VT) HP 129Xe

NMR experiment for a series of Ti-NTs using P25 nano-

particles as precursor. In Figure 2 for P25-24 Ti-NTs, only

one xenon peak was detected with a small shoulder on the

higher side of chemical shift above 310 K which can be

assigned to intercrystalline pore.19 In general, the observed
129Xe chemical shift in high temperature region mainly

depends on the mean pore diameter due to fast exchange

between the adsorbed and free xenon gases which could be

described as:9

(1)

where δs and δf are the chemical shifts of xenon adsorbed on

δobs = δ〈 〉 = δsτs + δfτf( )/ τs τf+( )

Table 1. Average channel length, ΔH and δs for various Ti-NTs
depending on different synthetic condition

P25-n Ti-NTsa
Average channel 

length (nm)b
ΔH

 (kJ/mol)

δs

 (ppm)

P25-12 Ti-NTs 85 ± 32 13.8 ± 1.1 133 ± 7

P25-24 Ti-NTs 142 ± 57 16.4 ± 0.4 120 ± 2

P25-36 Ti-NTs 93 ± 44 14.5 ± 1.6 126 ± 9

P25-48 Ti-NTs 78 ± 20 12.6 ± 1.3 135 ± 9

aP25-n Ti-NTs indicates the type of precursor P25 with the reaction time
of ‘n’ hrs for synthesis. bIt was calculated by measuring the number of
Ti-NTs with a specific length in TEM images.16 (see supporting information)

Figure 1. TEM images of (a) P25-24 Ti-NTs with 10 nm resolu-
tion, and (b) P25-24 Ti-NTs (c) P25-36 Ti-NTs and (d) P25-48 Ti-
NTs with 50 nm resolution.

Figure 2. VT HP 129Xe NMR spectra of P25-24 Ti-NTs. *indicates
a shoulder peak originated from intercrystalline pores.
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the surface and free gas, τs and τf are the mean residence

time of xenon on the surface and free gas, respectively.

When pore size is larger, the 129Xe chemical shift on pore

surface is diminished according to decreasing resident time

of xenon and finally becomes too large to be distinguishable

from xenon gas at 0 ppm. The 129Xe chemical shift for P25-

36 Ti-NTs and P25-48 Ti-NTs at 290 K is about 61 and 69

ppm, respectively and its linewidth around 680 Hz (see

supporting information), while chemical shift and linewidth

of P25-24 Ti-NTs are 53 ppm and 530 Hz, respectively, as

shown in Figure 2. The 129Xe chemical shift of Ti-NTs is

strongly attributed to the change in its physical environments

such as channels diameter or length if there is no change in

their chemical compositions. The narrow xenon peak

represents xenon adsorption in uniformly distributed system

like channels rather than the intercrystalline pore. Thus, P25-

24 Ti-NTs was observed to have largest surface and length

of channels among various Ti-NTs. So, it could be con-

cluded that the xenon peak would have originated from

channels of Ti-NTs and 129Xe chemical shift of Ti-NTs with

longer channels is smaller than short channels. Xenon

chemical shift for P25-24 Ti-NTs with the longest channels

among various Ti-NTs is smallest at constant temperature in

Figure 3 and this result is in good agreement with that of

multi-wall CNT, in which long and short channels were

observed at 43 ± 2 and 50 ± 2 ppm at 297 K, respectively.20

In order to classify the characteristics of various Ti-NTs

specifically, we can calculate their heat of adsorption, ΔH

and δs using the results of VT HP 129Xe NMR in Figure 3.

Based on Henry’s Law, the correlation between 129Xe chemical

shift and temperature could be fit using fast exchange model

with weak adsorption. Depending on mean pore diameter, D

the observed chemical shift, δobs can be expressed as:

(2)

Where R, η and κ0 are gas constant, pore geometry factor

and pre-exponential factor, respectively. Table 1 shows that

ΔH values of various Ti-NTs range from 12.6 to 16.4 kJ/mol,

which is larger than 9.8 to 14.2 kJ/mol for previously

reported TiO2 porous nanorod.11 It shows that formation of

channels makes ΔH larger for other morphologies in Ti-NTs

and ΔH for various Ti-NTs has a tendency to increase with

increase in channel length. Therefore, it could be described

that xenon adsorption of Ti-NTs with long channels is more

favorable than amorphous TiO2 materials without channels,

besides P25-24 Ti-NTs with longest channels is most favor-

able adsorptive Ti-NT than any others. It can be concluded

that the length of channels in Ti-NTs is most effective factor

for xenon adsorption which is directly proportional to ΔH

for all Ti-NTs.

On the other hand, the δs values of various Ti-NTs range

from 120 to 135 ppm which is slightly larger than the range

from 112 to 122 ppm for porous TiO2 nanorod and 109 ppm

for pure anatase nanoparticles.11 Whereas formation of

channels makes δs larger for other morphologies in Ti-NTs,

δs for various Ti-NTs have a tendency to decrease with

increase in channel length and δs for P25-24 Ti-NTs was

calculated as the smallest value of 120 ± 2 ppm. In typical, δs
can be attributed to both chemical environments as well as

physical structure; the former was affected by the dissimi-

larity of chemical composition, the electronic state of Ti and

the degree of hydration, while the latter depends on the

surface roughness or the pore curvature. In the present case,

since the chemical composition of synthesized Ti-NTs is

identical to each other, variations of physical structure such

as roughness or curvature could be dominant factors deter-

mining δs. Roughness is dependent on the surface hetero-

geneity which could result from shrinkage in channel length,

while channel diameter makes its curvature change to a

certain degree. As the change in diameter is too small to be

observed, we can neglect its influence on the variation of δs.

On the other hand, channel length directly affects the surface

ratio of homogeneous inner channel to heterogeneous channel

entrance and the roughness of Ti-NTs is closely dependent

on this surface ratio. When channel length is larger, its

surface ratio increases to diminish its degree of roughness.

Therefore, overall δs for nanotubes with longer channel

becomes smaller contrary to the heat of adsorption, ΔH

which is directly proportional to length of channels.

Channel length conversely influences both two para-

meters, ΔH and δs effectively. P25-24 Ti-NTs, have largest

heat of adsorption, ΔH and smallest chemical shift of xenon

adsorbed in channel, δs. According to these results, there is a

possibility for direct probe of various channel characteristics

in nanotubes and obtaining indirect information about

adsorption, catalysis or chemical reaction and microfluidic

processes within channels using HP 129Xe NMR.

Conclusion

Hyperpolarized (HP) 129Xe NMR combined with a con-

tinuous flow method has been used to investigate TiO2 nano-

tubes (Ti-NTs) synthesized from commercial nanoparticles

with different reaction times. It was observed that only

single xenon peak originated from well-defined adsorptive

δobs T( ) = δs 1 + D ηκ0R T exp
ΔH–

RT
-----------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞
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Figure 3. Plot of HP 129Xe chemical shift as a function of temper-
ature for various Ti-NTs.
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site, channel of Ti-NTs which depends on their structural

variation of channel length related with its hydrothermal

reaction time. We also obtained largest ΔH and smallest δs
values for the P25-24 Ti-NTs with longest channel length

among all Ti-NTs using VT HP 129Xe NMR spectra which

makes P25-24 Ti-NTs most favorite for xenon adsorption.
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